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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TRADITIONAL LAWN AND GARDEN DÉCOR RECEIVES MODERN FACELIFT
Canal Winchester, OH, May 1, 2010 -- The garden and fashion industries are not usually considered to
have much in common. Aided by a young and talented design team, Winchester Gardens hopes to
change this. Seeking to infuse a fashionably modern look into the age-old industry, the company
announces the release of newly designed lawn and garden furniture and décor.
This year the company has released its sleek new Whitman outdoor patio table set. With a wrought iron
black frame and wooden inserts, the team designed the table to have a warm feel. The four chairs
coming in the set fit perfectly under the table. This allows the set to fit on just one pallet, enabling
retailers to order as few or as many sets as needed.
The team is also proud to release its new Hemingway leisure patio chair set, complete with a chair,
ottoman, side table, and book rack. Adirondack inspired with a modern twist, this wood and steel chair
set can appeal to anyone who enjoys reading outside.
In addition to new furniture sets, the company has come out with four new Kipling patio chairs. These
durable wrought iron chairs are stackable and come with trendy patterns cut into the backs.
Winchester Gardens has also released new lawn décor, including decorative outdoor hangers and a
butterfly wall hanging. The outdoor hangers are bird inspired, resembling a blue jay, cardinal, and finch.
These can be used to hang flower pots, baskets, bird feeders, or anything a customer desires. The new
butterfly wall hanging adds to the existing sun and moon designs currently offered.
One product the team shows much enthusiasm for is its new line of Veggie Markers. Unlike traditional
garden markers, these biodegradable plastic markers come artistically and colorfully designed.
“We wanted markers that would beautify a garden, something that would add to the color and life,”
said designer Sarah Allgire. “Why have just functional markers in your garden when you could add
something beautiful to it?”
Winchester Gardens is a family owned producer of fertilizers and other outdoor products located in
Canal Winchester, Ohio. The company is working to add some excitement to the garden industry by
creating fashionable new lawn and garden furniture and décor. For more information on Winchester
Gardens and these products visit www.wgardens.com.
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